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The Dharma-Rain and Lamp of the Mind Illuminates
the Past and Present!(continued)
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DHARMA TALK DHARMA RAIN

ġġĲĺĸĶįıĲįıĺġᇄᢋାդఁཽ!

Kao-hsiung Buddhist Association of Taiwan,
January 9, 1975

٘ͼԦѢ˗࣍ྼּᄱඛЦқ˗āп
ဉԦࣆҡା٘ᄱāүѢ̥ᆂ̘п֯
ଏāٔۯѢ̥ᆂ̘ีҿ֯ଏāΜҡ
ޡವีҿ˝āహߎᏽᄰޤຏăࠍ̥ᆂ
ĈҡࢊߎোᑑӃүā̘ᅭࢊඇүҡ
ॠ࣎ā̕ΧүีҿĆсڌඇලүЧ
˝˫࣍ᐜā̕ޡүีҿāԦᄱహ
̘ߎҡāహΩߎ˗āࠍ̥ᆂĈᝋ
ಇ˟ኞನāᝋಇ˟ּඛᐜā̕၅
హ࣍ாϟпă
ҡߎοඇේாϟāާᆂ຺ඇල
үᐜ̕үีҿăүਔีҿā̘ߎҡା
ָүีҿāߎү˗نЌāүᛆ૿Ҋ̍
̘၅˝āЧҡ݇ΜᐜՏᚙृĆү˗ᚙ
ृāүҊವ̴̻ࠍП˝āҊವѢПয়
ጽ᜔ү˝ă
ү˗نඟāПয়Ă᜔ڰඟয়ವጽ᜔
үĆүࢊ˗نೊā֣࣍͆ᜱβྼವּᏏ
ܔүּ˝ā٘ͼĵүҡāҡ̕үี
ҿăĶహޤຏāԦኚમЦқߎ̘ߎᑔ
ྌԻណĈᔴߎޜຊహ˗ᕆᕆāсڌ
үᄱΌΜāүವਔٍ̘؞ା㑚ᓻҡା
ᄱߎਗ਼ܪĆ̘ಎࣆᄱߎਗ਼ܪāವߎԦ˴
ٙᄭāсڌѢహᇸޤຏವߎਗ਼ܪă!
Ԧࣆҡାऴࢊᄭᙉোā̘ࢊܪҫߎ
҂ྼܦā̘ࢊͼ͓۟۟ā٘Ꮫ۟ଁĆ

Therefore, I have one principle I would like to tell you about.
Some say that in Buddhism, if you have bad encounter or
unlucky incidents happening to you, everything will be smooth
if you just go and bow to the Buddhas. This is another
misconception. Why? If the Buddha truly wants to help you,
he will not make your life smooth only after you bow to him.
If he helps you smooth things out after you make three bows
to him, this being is not a Buddha but a ghost instead. Why?
He likes people to flatter and bow to him; as reciprocation,
he will then benefit living beings in return.
Buddhas regard all living beings impartially. Why would
he smooth your life out for you only when you bow to him?
Your life will go smoothly not from the aid from Buddhism
or the Buddha, but rather from that very thought of returning
the light (self-reflection). Because you feel you did wrong, you
went to seek repentance by bowing. As soon as you repent,
misfortune turns into auspiciousness. Naturally, auspicious
and wholesome spirits come to protect you.
With one wholesome thought, auspicious spirits and
wholesome dharma protectors will come to support you.
However, with one evil thought, the heavenly demons and
externalists will draw near you. Therefore, let me ask you
this: should each one of you change the misconception of
“if you bow to the Buddha, the Buddha will make your life
go smoothly?” Even though this is a subtle point, without
clarification, you cannot blame other religions that slander
Buddhism as a superstition. Not only do they think it is a
superstition, but I myself also consider this kind of misperception to be a superstition.
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˴̘ࢊมॠ̘፴ࢵāලަٰҡམāந፴ࢵந
نҡāహߎ՞Ѣ̥ᆂϠăѢ˟ವᄱćĵ
ԦܪҡࣦЮߎᛆ૿ҡិޜĉԦѢ˗ѧෳ
ேāԦವҡՏҡܱҥԦ̙ᐜ૽ā̙˝ᐜ
૽ேԦವృᇀăԦڌವ̙˝ᐜ૽ā٘
ͼԦವృ࣍ᇀăĶహ˴̘ߎҡઆ֯āహٔ
ߎۯᏣয়ےয়āٔ͆૿ְ̘˗֣ۯয়Ѣ
హ࣍˦ฒĂѢహ࣍য়ăүЧҡ˗ᘣӗā
ᄱćĵԦּઆ᜔ڰāԦᑑӃүāїವүᙷ
ڱ
˦ĂүܪҡăĶāహߎ˗͝ޗּڰܭ
ᄬ
үāҡߎ̘ბ˟ෳே֯ଏāҡࢊсڌ
ڱ
ბ˟ෳேā٘Ѣోؤᑔྌ̙ᐜ૽ே
ܥ
˝āЮࠍߎԘ̃ဖĉᑔྌЏᜩԘ
̃̕၅ăҡ̘ბహ࣍֯ă
Ѣ˪˟ᄱ˝ćĵԦܪҡߎЮࠍࢭ
ᖟ᜔ܱලԦā٘ͼԦܪҡ˝ăĶЮࠍѢ
˗ѧԦ՞ѢāԦຏ˗ᕆāԦವࢭ
ᖟāඛࢭᖟ˝ಿ࣍ᐜā˞͆Ԧ
ವѢ˝˝ăĶāహߎ̘၅ăүඛࢭ
ᖟᐜāү̕Ѣāహࢭᖟណї˴ߎ˗
࣍ۯྨྥץă՞Ѣ˟ඛᐜāವ̘Χ
ѢĆࢊѢ˟ඛᐜΧѢ˝āԦ࠸
ࢭܪᖟ˦ฒā༉ߎΝͼઆ૿וāҬ
ߎ຺̘హᆂᇸ̃ΜઆāЮࠍүඛಿ࣍
ᐜāָ̕үѢāహߎ຺̘ă
ᓏڀϑ̜۠Ꮫয়āࢊߎোϑߎ˗࣍
ᓏۯڀā຺̘Юࠍ˟चඛಿ࣍ᐜā
ವᝋಇహ࣍˟ā຺̘ăࢊඇල˟चඛ
ᐜā᜔ּ̕ڰā֣˴ளٹᖙцā՞Ⴜ
Ҋ̍మІ˝ăࠍ̥ᆂĈ᜔˫ڰᚖઆ
᜔ڰāүವߎඛᐜ̘ᐜāోᑔྌ᜔
үāႼమІā຺̘ࢊүඛᐜޡ
᜔̕үĆсڌహᇸ̃ā˗ਟߎ͇˱
˗ᇸă
٘ͼԦࣆЦқܪҡ˟āޤຏ˗ࢊ؟
ϑቀā̘ࢊਗ਼ܪăүࢊ˗ਗ਼ܪāವఛβାԱ
ෝāᄱԦࣆߎਗ਼ܪăԦࣆгహ࣍в͝ోࢊޜ
ຽāҡඖ၅̘ߎᙷຌ˟ּኞನҡāࢭ
ᖟ˴ඖ၅຺̘ᝋಇ˟ּྥྨăࢊߎ֣ᇸ
̃āᄂԦࣆ˗ਟ˪˟ܷѢ̥ᆂ̵ҽĈ
٘ͼ຺̘హᇸ̃ă
ᖂҡҡāహߎԦࣆᑔྌઆ֯ଏāԦ

We Buddhists must recognize true principles instead of pseudotruths. Don’t fall into the situation where the blind are leading the blind.
Some people do not usually offer incense in front of the Buddha but
will hug the Buddha’s feet when desperate. There is no use doing things
like this. Some say, “The reason I believe in the Buddha is because he is
very
efficacious. One time, I bought a lottery ticket and bowed to
the Buddha to bless me. I made a wish in front of him saying that if I
win the lottery, I will use the money to build a monastery. As I expected,
I won. So, I donated the money and built a temple.” Mind you that this
kind of work is not done by the Buddha but the cat spirits, dog spirits
or other ghostly spirits endowed with this kind of supernatural power.
You prayed to Buddha and he said, “I will be your protector helping you
realize your vow so that you will have faith in Buddhism.” This is just
an expedient means used to cross you over. The Buddha does not mind
people’s business when they buy lottery tickets. If the Buddha did, he
would have to take care of his monks and help them win the lottery, since
monks would take precedence among the Buddha’s disciples. The Buddha
does not bother with miscellaneous matters such as this.
Some then say, “I believe in the Buddha because Weitou Bodhisattva
protects me. The reason is that one time I was penniless and wished to
have some cash. I went and bowed to Weitou Bodhisattva. I bowed a
few times and the next day, I gained some money.” This is also a wrong
concept. If you can obtain money when you bow to Weitou Bodhisattva,
wouldn’t this make Weitou Bodhisattva susceptible to bribes? If people
don’t bow to him, they won’t have any money. If someone bows to him,
that person will gain money. Of course, I believe that Weitou Bodhisattva
has this kind of power and can achieve something like this. However, he
would not make you rich just because you make a few bows. He does
not do that.
A yang spirit is considered intelligent and upright. He is endowed
with these kinds of qualities. He would not protect that person’s dharma
just because that person makes a few bows to him. If he were like that,
he would not have fulfilled his responsibility and would have been negligent of his duties. Why? He is the dharma protector of the Triple Jewel.
Whether you bow to him or not, he will protect and support you as he is
fulfilling his duties. If he protected and supported you due to your bow,
he would have been the same as an ordinary being.
Therefore, we Buddhists should have the right thinking and not be
superstitious. If you believe in superstition, you will be criticized by the
externalists. We must be very clear-headed regarding this point. The
Buddha absolutely does not like people to flatter him nor does Weitou
Bodhisattva enjoy bribery. If Weitou Bodhisattva behaves that way, what
difference is there between him and the common lot? He simply does
not do that.
Paying respect and bowing to the Buddhas is our job and responsibility. We must seek nothing in front of the Buddha. It should not be the
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ࣆమІĆԦࣆࢊгҡ݇ā٘Տă̘ߎѢ˝֯
ଏՏҡāԦࣆΜҡ˝ā՞Ѣ֯ଏԦࣆವԮҡԝ
˝āహ࣍ޤຏߎ̘ϑቀă٘Ꮫநҡା൳ढ
ັᔋ๔āࢊԮహਗ਼ޤܪຏҕࠍāోᑔ
ྌԻណ˝θă
гహ࣍ҡା྅ᙜā࿄Μ́ᇆဂԦ̘ਔĂ̘
Աෝࣆߎ̘၅ăҬߎāࣆг࿄Μ̘ຏԮ
ҡା൳ೲЌ́̓וፊ࣍ʹࠦΜāహߎԦ̘ਔ̘
ᄱڀϧă
г࿄Μಿ˻яͼּā́ᖞགଁНޗᖘᛋї̙
͚ā˗ਟ˟ͼࠍᖘᛋї̙͚ವૈ˝ā٘ͼ՞ѢВ
ᚵᜇԮθᖘᛋїʹࠦЦᄫ֎͚уăЮࠍహᇸ̃ā
͆ାĂ᎗ାĂൗ͈ାгҗ͝ޜҕāҡା՞
Ѣ˟ۡྼăсڌ࿄Μ́ᇆဂ೨࣌Ԯ٘Ѣҡག
ᖘᛋїʹࠦЦᄫ֎͚уā࠸ܪ̪͆וܪҡା
˟ඖ؟Ҫʹࠦ˟˽ѹ̵̜˚ȇͼˮāЮࠍҡା
ኡߎϑቀāҡା٘Ѣߎో̶˗̶˗Ԧࣆ˟ϟ٘
ᅭࢊă
நгፊ࣍ʹࠦҡାऴ̘ૈѹ̵̜˞āѹ̵̜
ˢȇѢ̘؞ܪାĂѢ؞ܪାāҡାऴгʹ
ࠦ˟ᙶּͦྴ̜ˬߎޜΝᇓăహ࣍మІā࿄Μ
́ᇆဂܱцޤຏāԦ̘ਔ̘ԱҾࣆ˗ˬĆԦ
ԱҾࣆā̘֬ߎᄱࣆާᇸ̘၅āԦವԒּ
ԦࣆҡାܥັяБСЧັϪᇽΜ֔ă
гΰȇಿяͼ݇āԦವ೨̙࣌ҡାັܥ
яĂ̙ܥяဂҦጮ௪βᄫ֎͚уāּ
֔ࠦʹוЦΜςڰăᔴ՞Ѣћ́ޜוज़ڌā
Ҭߎ˴Ѣ˗ְဂܥяጮ௪βᄫ֎͚уāநгѢ
࡙וāѢוचāహߎԦг࿄ΜವѢ
Fޝᜇ
نă
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case that you bow to the Buddha when you need something from
him. If no circumstances arise, you forget the Buddha. This is an
incorrect way of thinking. With the modern development and trend
of Buddhism, we must change this kind of superstitious thinking
and behavior.
I cannot and dare not to criticize and say that the ancient great
virtuous ones or eminent monks in Buddhism were wrong. However,
I must clarify why they failed to propagate Buddhism throughout
the world.
From the past few thousand years, the Tripitaka was translated
from Sanskrit to Chinese. Most people thought it was enough that
the sutras were in Chinese. As a result, no one continued the effort
to translate them into various
languages spoken in the
world. Due to this reason, Catholicism, Protestantism, and Judaism
were very prevalent in the West but no one knew about Buddhism.
If the great virtuous ones and eminent monks in the past had managed to translate the sutras into the different languages of the world,
I believe that at least 70 percent of the world population would
be Buddhist. Because the doctrines of Buddhism are correct, they
provide us with everything we need in life.
However, at the present time, Buddhists are less than
2
percent of the world population whereas 80 percent of the world
are either atheists or followers of other religions. The percentage of
Buddhists among the world population is very pathetic. The responsibility for this must be placed on the conservative thinking of the
past eminent ones. I cannot help but criticize them a bit. I am not
saying they were really wrong; I only hope that our Buddhist youth
can walk toward a new goal.
More than 40 years ago, I already advocated that the youth of
Buddhism and young Sangha members should learn foreign languages
so that they can propagate the Buddhadharma in various countries
in the world. Although there has not been a great effect, some young
Sangha members have already learned foreign languages. Some went
to the U.S. while some went to other countries. This is an ideal I have
cherished for a long time.
FTo be continued

